New development for SOFTLOK is still true. The newest development what you can aspect
is addition of the number of slave PC's, but in particular the "Slave Server"
What is possible with this "Slave Server"?
Witch this equipment, you can with your own smartphone (Android andIPhone) control
your model railway!
It means, next to speed, direction, S-Function also control the extra function F1…F15.

You can connect with maximum 6
smartphones to one "Slave Server"
(Pro Version) and control each their
own loco independent.
Even points and signals can control by
your smartphone.

For who is this interesting?
For those, who will ride automatically (Purpose of SOFTLOK), also control sometimes
manually one loco and can walk with this riding loco and can prove all the extra functions.
For itself it’s not new a wireless control, but the way in which. Remote control system
which work with infrared, they have the peculiarity, that you must aim the remote
controller to the receiver and not on the loco itself and that will you be done
automatically.The remote controller which works with RF has also their own peculiarity or
the batteries are empty.
Hereby this control is fully adapted to all possibilities of SOFTLOK. Future Updates will be
free of charge when you have the Pro Version.
Now you have the possibility to ride manually with more people and you don’t have to sit
or standing on a fix place.
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Testing of a point driver / decoder especially when the distance to the fix controller is
relative great it’s very helpfully.
What do you need?
There must be a Wi-Fi network available with minimal one free LAN connection!
Naturally you must have already SOFTLOK, for using all functions F1...F15, you need at
least V12.5 of SOFTLOK.
From SOFTLOK V12.5x, it’s possible to connect more than one Slave(s).
Slave Server
It is the intention to deliver a complete addition set, so its plug & play.
So, no difficult cables, but easy to connect, Download the App. and riding.

For more information download the demo movie.
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